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plural apostasies. Synonyms of apostasy. 1. : an act of refusing to continue to follow, obey, or
recognize a religious faith. 2. : abandonment of a previous loyalty : defection.

Apostasy (/ ə ˈ p ɒ s t ə s i /; Greek: ἀποστασία apostasía, 'a defection or revolt') is the formal
disaffiliation from, abandonment of, or renunciation of a religion by a person. It can also be…
defined within the broader context of embracing an opinion that is contrary to one's previous
religious beliefs . [1]

Dec 18, 2020 · What Is Apostasy? Apostasy is essentially a falling away, withdrawal, or
abandonment of Christianity. We’ll discuss where Scripture speaks about apostasy, the always…
saved vs. never was a Christian to begin with debate, and how to detect signs of apostasy. Hope
Bolinger Author Dec 18, 2020

noun, plural a·pos·ta·sies. a total desertion of or departure from one's religion, principles, party,
cause, etc. Origin of apostasy 1 1350–1400; Middle English apostasye (<Anglo-French ) <Late…
Latin apostasia <Greek: a standing away, withdrawing, equivalent to apóstas ( is) ( apo- apo- +
sta- stand + -sis -sis) + -ia -ia Words Nearby apostasy

Example Sentences. an apostate from communism, he later became one of its harshest critics
became an apostate to liberalism after he had gotten wealthy. Recent Examples on the Web The…
people call Catholics like me apostates for opposing the church’s doubling down on culture war
issues at the expense of social justice.

Jan 4, 2022 · Apostasy, from the Greek word apostasia, means “a defiance of an established
system or authority; a rebellion; an abandonment or breach of faith.” In the first-century world,…
apostasy was a technical term for political revolt or defection.

(November 2022) Judas betrays Jesus with a kiss. Judas Iscariot, one of the Twelve Apostles,
became an apostate. [1] Part of a series on Christianity Jesus Christ Bible Foundations Theolo…
History Tradition Denominations Groups Related topics Criticism Culture Ecumenism Glossary
Index Liturgy Other religions Outline Prayer Sermon Symbolism Worship

Apr 28, 2022 · With general religion, apostasy is the abandonment of, or a willful falling away
from, the faith. It can be defined as the departure of religious practices, a rejection of beliefs on…
agreed upon, or even mockery of the religion.
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the abandonment or renunciation of a religious or political belief:
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Apostasy is the formal disaffiliation from, abandonment of, or
renunciation of a religion by a person. It can also be defined within the
broader context of embracing an opinion that is contrary to one's
previous religious beliefs. One who undertakes apostasy is known as
an apostate. Undertaking apostasy is called apostatizing (or
apostasizing – also spelled apostacizing). Wikipedia
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